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INTRODUCTION

 This document is used to explain the installation process of the 

exhaust pipe sold by IPE, and the related settings and operation 

methods.
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Maximum 

horsepower (hp)
420

Maximum 

Torque(Nm)
520Nm

Acceleration 

(seconds)
5.0



IMPORTANT NOTICE
 iPE developed this exhaust according to the improvement of stock . 

Therefore, there will be no effect of the car from the original 

manufacturer after installation. There is an inductive power supply 

function between the car key and the car for many vehicle models. 

Therefore, the car key should be kept away from the car with a distance 

of at least five meters to maintain safe conditions.

 The exhaust of a car right after driven is still in a high temperature. 

Thus, please wear heat insulating gloves to replace the exhaust, or 

perform the replacement after the temperature lowered to avoid burns.

 For avoiding the generation of resonance, please don’t let the valve 

open too early when setting the valve to open automatically. The 

opening of the valve is recommended to be set to 60% of gas pedaling. 

Please refer to page 21 for the explanation of detail setting.

 iPE exhaust is designed according to the stock engine data. In case the 

engine computer upgraded for increasing horse power, obvious 

resonance in conjunction with this exhaust could occur. IPE also 

provide revised exhausts for such vehicles, please contact us for 

further details.
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TOOLS REQUIRED FOR OPERATING PROCEDURES

Tools  name Tools picture

Rust Preventive spray

Hex socket set

Star socket set

Torque wrench

Convex star socket set

multimeter
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STEP1. Removing the Muffler

1. Use the hex socket to remove the indicator 

attachment ring and screws of lifting lugs.

※Warning :Please add the lubricant spray / Rust at 

the screw when necessary.
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STEP2.  Removing the Muffler and Mid-pipe

1. Use the hex socket to remove screws of Bracket as shown 

in the red circle as to remove the Mid-pipe and muffler .

2. Use hex socket and convex star socket to remove the 

lower guard plate in order to install easily vacuum valve 

lines.

※Warning :Please add the lubricant spray / Rust at 

the screw when necessary.
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lower 

guard 

plate 

Front Front



STEP3.  Removing the Mid-pipe and Catalytic

1. Use the hex socket to remove the four screws of the 

connecting section. 

2. Remove the screws at the middle section cushion support, 

and the Mid-pipe can be removed.
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STEP1. Installing the Muffler and Mid-pipe

1. Install the muffler and Mid-pipe.

2. Use the hex wrench to lock the attachment ring and the 

lifting lugs.
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STEP2. Install and adjust the tips

1. Install the tail tube, adjust visually the gap and lock it. 
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 OBD II control box accessories
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1.OBDII host*1

2.OBDII line group*1

3. Remote control *2

4. Solenoid valve control line 

group *1

5. Solenoid valve *1



1. Plug the OBDII plug into the socket of the original car 

and connect the IPE control box.

2. Use the multimeter to find the ACC position of the fuse 

box, and then connect the ACC red line of the OBD2 line 

to this position (the fuse is located in the second row to 

the right. The fuse box is located on the left side of the 

driver's dashboard)

3. Pay attention to the direction of the fuse socket (as 

shown below)
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1. Install the vacuum hose on the vacuum valve
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1. Install the solenoid valve and the gas cylinder to the inside 

of the left rear bumper.

2. Follow the left side of the car and the vacuum tube to the 

front of the car.
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 Installation direction of vacuum line and solenoid valve line 
set
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 Need to remove the wheel guard plate of the left front wheel 

to facilitate the installation of vacuum tubes and line wiring

1. Pass the vacuum line and the line from under the wheel 

guard plate of the left front wheel

2. Pass the signal cable from the firewall to the underside of 

the driver's seat (in the red circle below) and connect the 

signal cable to the IPE control box
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plate
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driver’s seat



 Installation of vacuum lines and solenoid valve lines

Please refer to the picture below

1. Pass the vacuum line from below to the side of the brake oil 

can

2. Refer to the red dotted line in the picture below for the 

direction of the vacuum line.

3. Refer to the yellow circle in the picture below to remove the 

original three-way rubber plug and install the IPE vacuum 

tube.
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